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ROWAN ROSS
WHERE: Glasgow
FOR FANS OF: Elvis Cos-
tello, Paul McCartney, Rufus
Wainwright
JIM SAYS: Multi-instrumental-
ist Rowan Ross has created
one of the most beautiful
album’s I’ve heard recently.
His debut Second Fiddle

opens with a haunting violin
instrumental before launch-
ing into a selection of classy
folk-tinged songs.
The album release was

delayed for a year after a
freak accident, in which he
lost his left eye (hence the
eyepatch), but it’s been well
worth the wait.
Growing up in Dunblane,

music was always a way of
life. He said: “I grew up in a
musical family with my mum
and sister playing piano in
the background to pass the
time. I started to learn piano
then violin at school aged
eight. There was also an
acoustic guitar in the house
and I started to teach myself,
learning some chords then
picking up songs by ear.
“The Beatles, Del Amitri,

Cole Porter and Danny Wil-
son come to mind.”
Indeed, Danny Wilson’s

Gary Clark, whose recent
songwriting credits include
Lawson, The Wanted and
Demi Lovato, is a massive
fan. Gary said: “I heard the
Rowan Ross record when it
came out last year. It’s quite a
brave and eclectic record.
Celtic laments sit side by side

with McCartneyesque pop
songs and even touches of
hot club jazz but it all actually
hangs well together and
sounds like one band.”
It must be pretty special for

Rowan to have one of his
heroes talk of his music in
this way. He said: “I drew a
lot of inspiration from Danny
Wilson. Great songs, innova-
tive arranging/production and
they also had a brave
approach to the music indus-
try.
“They inspired me to listen

with an open mind and appre-
ciate songs from the past as
much as modern chart
songs.”
Rowan has been floating

around the Glasgow scene
since moving to the city in
2000. He played violin on the
final Aereogramme album,
and continues to play with
Blues outfit The Fortunate
Sons and jazz singer Chris-
tine Bovill. He said: “The writ-
ing on this album is just me
but I am lucky to have made
a lot of friends who are happy
to come along and record to
help me present the songs in
a really pleasing way.
“Louis Abbot from Admiral

Fallow is a great percussion-
ist and his marimba playing
adds a lot to the feel of the
album.”
Rowan Ross plays a solo

set supporting Heidi Talbot at
Milngavie Folk Club tomor-
row evening, with further
dates planned for summer.
MORE: rowanross.com
QJim presents Drivetime on XFM
Scotland, Monday to Thursday
4-7pm. xfm.co.uk jimgellatly.com

NEW MUSIC
By JIM GELLATLY

GET through your reading list
faster than ever with this
speed-reading app.
Flashes text on the screen

one word at a time to help you
read articles from the web at
“superhuman” speeds. It’s
impressive stuff.

SIDE-SCROLLING, rootin’
tootin’ racing game which has
a Wild West theme.
Great for short bursts. Just

stay calm and don’t get too
angry with the game’s physics
when your tiny racer keeps
landing on its head.

ODDLY, given its arcade-style
potential, it’s a wonder that
there hasn’t yet been an
all-conquering darts game.
A market Darts Match clearly

aims to corner.
Details like playing on an

officially approved PDC
dartboard, or the ability to
customise your dart in the
store (fear not, no more in-app
purchases) won’t make a
winning difference, though.
It’s going to be all about the

gameplay and taking on your
mates. Thankfully, it records
your triumphs.
You can pair with an

opponent through Facebook,
which is easy and not at all
intrusive as long as you’re au
fait with the site’s app
notification settings.
You can also play strangers

and, of course, play alone –
which is how I spend most of
my time on the app.
Rather than waiting for your

mate to have their turn, which
can be arduous if there are
delays for each throw, you can
take on a computer foe.
Three classic modes are

offered here – the
self-explanatory 501, 301 and
around the clock – all of which
are perfect bog-seat fodder.
The mechanics of actually

throwing the dart is pretty
standard and isn’t hard to get
the hang of – but the game
remains tricky.
Which is fair enough. Since

when was darts easy?
This is a real bullseye of a

game but I just wish there was
a way of improving the clumsy
multiplayer mode.
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2014 FIFA WORLD CUP
BRAZIL PS3/Xbox 360, (£39.99/£44.99)

CLEARLY influenced by classic Spy Hunter,
this title sees you racing down a road, dodging
cars while pulling awesome stunts.
The short stages are perfect for playing while

you’re on the bus or waiting in a queue.
Beating each level unlocks more levels and

challenges but the controls could be crisper.
And unless you choose to spend extra

money, the game will downgrade your visuals.
Other than these gripes, this is a decent

enough game and worth checking out. MQ
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MICROSOFT has finally
released an iPad version of
Office so now you can leave the
laptop at home.
Word, Excel and Powerpoint

are free to download but you
will need a monthly subscription
to use them.

THIS relaxation app combines
natural outdoor sounds with 3D
artwork to soothe you and help
you drift off to sleep.
There is also a nice little story

to accompany each peaceful
scene, which will help you really
relax and unwind.

STUNT GUY 2.0
Free on iOS and Android 3

THIS title has come in for
plenty of criticism – with
EA accused of cynically
using the World Cup as
an excuse to release an
in-game mode as a
money-spinning title.
They say that this is indistin-
guishable to FIFA 14, just given
a lick of World Cup paint.
That may be so but one of my
fondest gaming memories is play-
ing a title of exactly this ilk —
FIFA: Road To World Cup 98. I
sunk hours into the game,

because I was so enthused by
the forthcoming World Cup.
It brought me a great deal of
joy, not least for its inspired
choice of Blur’s Song 2 for the
theme tune, while Des Lynam
and John Motson seem nostalgic
choices now.
Fast-forward 16 years and I’m
equally excited about the World
Cup. So does this game stoke
those flames or put them out?
The Captain Your Country
mode is great, allowing you to

progress through the national
squad list, eventually becoming a
first-team regular who leads
your nation to the World Cup.

Double price it
ought to be

Elsewhere, there’s the new
online mode, Road To Rio de
Janeiro, which challenges you to
advance through each of Brazil’s
host stadiums.
This is effectively an expensive
DLC pack for FIFA 14.
It is at least double the price
it ought to be and it should be

downloadable to your existing
FIFA game.
But the biggest omission is
that it has been released solely
on last-gen consoles, the Xbox
360 and PlayStation 3, with
users of Xbox One and PlaySta-
tion 4 overlooked.
This makes perfect business
sense but it wouldn’t have taken
much work to avoid excluding a
portion of the market.
Going back to the old-gen plat-
form makes the game feel dated,
slow and difficult to enjoy.
If you ask me if it’s worth pay-
ing £40-plus for this game, the
answer (sadly) is: “No!”

BASICALLY The Simpsons:
Tapped Out but with naughtier
jokes. Not exactly a challenge
but gets addictive once you
start tapping.
New scenes and jokes from

the makers of the Family Guy
TV show will keep you playing.

ROCK babe Brody Dalle is
one person who will defi-
nitely spice up the Easter
Weekend. She kicks off her
UK tour in Glasgow on Mon-
day night at The Garage.
Brody‘s other half is
Queens of the Stone Age
hardman Josh Homme. She’ll
be banging out her first solo
album Diploid Love and tak-
ing no prisoners. Get tickets
at: www.ticketmaster.co.uk

Listen to the band at:
thescottishsun.co.uk

ONE2SEEONE2HEAR
THERE’S been loads of chat
about Brown Bear & The Ban-
dits for a while now.
But it’s time for the talking
to stop.
The Largs group’s debut
album is a go this summer.
First single Dead Or Alive
will kick it all off on May 25
— and it sounds superb.
You can hear it now at:
www.soundc loud . com/
brownbearandthebandits
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DARTS MATCH
iOS (Free)

HARDCORE ravers Bear-
tooth act like they’ve
sunk a crate of Red
Bull — EACH.
They live on the edge and
are bursting with energy.
But instead of drinking
Red Bull, they’re actually
signed to the drink giant’s
record label.
And the partnership has
seen the Columbus, Ohio,
rockers rocket from nowhere.
Their first EP Sick has
sucked in an army of fans.
Frontman Caleb Shomo, 21,
said: “They’ve definitely
opened a lot of doors. But I
don’t think I was ready for
this to happen so fast.
“I expected it to be a
slower process, if it did at
all. But it’s thrown us in at
the deep end. Because they’re
such an extensive company,
it’s very interesting to see
them in the music world.
They are into extreme things.
“And they work in music
in that extreme sense.
“For the band we are, it
makes perfect sense to be
with them — they push what-
ever they do and it’s cool
we’re part of that.
“That’s the reason I wanted
to do the deal with them,
you feel this endless freedom.
“They are a bunch of down
to earth people but they
really know what they’re
doing — and how to push
things in a way that most
people wouldn’t. They have

the means to do it and it’s a
great situation for us.”
The band’s debut album is
due out this summer. And
they’re keeping it simple.
Caleb explained: “When I
write a Beartooth song, I just
want it to be guitar, bass
and drums — and for it to
feel intense. I want you to be
able to hear the feedback, all
the mess ups and the little
voice cracks.
“I try to record and let
what happens happen.
“We don’t use synths or
anything else like that, we
keep it very natural.”

‘We just play’
And their Scots fans will
get a chance to hear the
album before it hits shops —
as the band play Glasgow’s
O2 ABC with Of Mice &
Men on Sunday night.
And punters shouldn’t
expect any frills.
Caleb snapped: “Live we
just go and do it. I don’t
know how to explain it any
other way. We get up there
and play. We try to have as
much fun as we can and not
think about it. We don’t say
anything or talk to the
crowd — we just go play.
“That can be kind of odd
for people but in our heads,
we have about 30 minutes to
get all our energy out. So we
go crazy up there. That’s
what this band is all about.”
Q For more, check out: facebook.
com/BEARTOOTHband
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